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The Holy Way 

Many years ago my wife and I moved to Atlanta. We 
roamed around our new city, taking in the sights and 
sounds of our exciting new home. On one of our 
travels we happened by a place where there were 
some interesting shops. Above the shops was a 
towering building with a very unique cantilevered 
roof. 

Not long after that trip her birthday was coming up, 
and I wanted to go back to those shops and find a 
little something for her. So I hopped in my car…
looking for the tall building with the roof. 

I had no other directions. No other landmark. I was 
just driving around one of America’s largest cities 
looking…for a tall building. 

Funny thing is…there are quite a number of tall 
buildings in Atlanta. And thus, I quickly got lost. 
Very lost. Hopelessly lost. 

Though I was able to make it home later that evening. 
I happened to work into the dinner time 
conversation…”Hunny, where was that shop with the 
tall building above it?” 

A highway shall be there, and it shall be called the 
Holy Way; the unclean shall not travel on it, but it 
shall be for God’s people; no traveler, not even fools, 
shall go astray.   Isaiah 35:8 

Did you catch that? 

Isaiah tells us that there will be a public works project 
which will construct a highway. A “Holy Way.” 

The way for God’s people. 

And, it’s so easy to follow—so well signed—that not 
even shall the fools get lost. 

I really do love that. 

Because this is as clear a indication as there could be 
that even fools will make it into the Kingdom of 
God, for not even they will get lost. In fact, so many 
fools are counted among that number that the Holy 
Way is constructed in such a way so that they are not 
excluded. 

This is good news. It is especially good news for me, 
for I am a fool. Not always, and not everywhere…
but just often enough. 

I foolishly overextend myself. I foolishly forget 
appointments and important occasions. Like a fool I 
sometimes say the wrong thing, do the wrong thing, 
or just stand there saying nothing at all. Sometimes 
my prayers are foolish. I’ve even been known to 
have preached a foolish sermon or two. 

But, it is not my cleverness that counts me as a 
member of God’s Kingdom, but His kindness, love, 
forgiveness, and grace, and the little mustard-seed 
faith that I am able to muster from time to time. 

That road is being built. It is being built for all of us. 
And, for some of us, the specifications are 
personalized. 

~ Rick Morley, a garden path 
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The readings this week: 
◦ Isaiah 35:1-10 ◦ Psalm 146:5-10 
◦ James 5:7-10 ◦ Matthew 11:2-11  

A highway shall be there, and it shall be called the 
Holy Way; the unclean shall not travel on it, but it 

shall be for God’s people; no traveler, not even 
fools, shall go astray.   Isaiah 35:8 

http://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/texts.php?id=3
http://www.rickmorley.com/archives/2888


Reflecting on the Word 
 

____1st Reading:  Isaiah 35:1-10 
 

What role does imagination play in hope? Is it possible to 
hope for something you can't imagine?  The people of 
Israel were familiar with the desert or wilderness: They 
were surrounded by arid regions that were dangerous and 
unlivable. Why would this be such a hopeful image for 
them, of the desert land redeemed? Considering highways 
were often dangerous places in those times, what is 
significant about the kind of highway that will be 
established? Why is it significant that God chooses not to 
simply remove people from these arid places, but to 
transform the places themselves?  What do these places 
represent for us today…  In our world community?  In our 
faith community?  In your own life?  Faith Element 

 
____Psalm Reading: Psalm 146:5-10 

In what area of life is it hard for you to find hope?  How 
does this psalm contrast the experience of hoping in God 
with the experience of hoping in people? The psalmist 
mentions eight kinds of circumstances that might seem 
hopeless. List these situations/conditions and the reasons 
why they might seem hopeless.   Describe how God 
responds to people in each of these situations.  What do 
these responses from God to people in hopeless situations 
suggest to you about God's character?  Take a few 
minutes and allow yourself to picture God responding to 
you in the way this text describes God's response. What 
thoughts and feelings do you have in response to this 
image of God's care for you?  Quiet Time Bible Study, 
InterVarsity Press 

 ____3rd Reading:  James 5:7-10  

In Verse 5:7, several Bible translations read, “Be patient, 
therefore, brothers, until the coming of the Lord.” Why 
does James start this section with the word “therefore” or 
“then?”  When a farmer patiently waits for his crops to 
grow, does he do nothing?  What is the parallel between 
the farmer waiting for the harvest and us waiting for the 
coming of the Lord? When James says in Verse 5:8 “the 
coming of the Lord is near” (or at hand) does this mean 
that James thought that Jesus would return in his lifetime 
and was wrong?  In discussing patience, why does James 
insert a seeming incongruous thought about grumbling 
against one another in Verse 5:9?  Why does James 
connect suffering with being patient until the coming of the 
Lord?  Swap Meet Dave 
 

____4th Reading:  Matthew 11:2-11  
 
Explain in both the literal and metaphorical senses: “the 
blind regain their sight, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, 
the deaf hear, and the dead are raised.” The people who 
came to John were seeking the deepest desires of their 
hearts. How was Jesus’ response an answer to those 
desires?  John the Baptist might have expected a mighty 
one and was confused at the gentle, healing Jesus. Does 
God always come into your life the way you expect? 
Explain. Who are the prophets in your life? Why is 
listening just as important for a prophet as speaking?  The 
Center for Liturgy Sunday Website 

 
Praying Toward Sunday 
 

This is the season of holy waiting. 
We wait for the time when the desert will 
bloom abundantly. 
We watch for the day when all God’s people 
will come together with singing. 
We wait while the dawning light appears on 
the horizon. 
Come let us walk in the light of God! 
 

~ Jane Stranz, Of Life, Laughter and Liturgy 

How is it that the quality of Advent permeates the 
house, the light outside, the tone of the day? Not 

just because it is December and the daylight IS 
extraordinary and muted, as if hinting at glory not 
immediately available but promised nevertheless. 
And not just because a few little doors of the 
Advent calendars fold open, or the prayers and 
chants and antiphons wind through my mind, in 
pleasing counterpoint to the rhythms of the day. . 
These outward things may be delightful. But 
something else seems to take place within. 

I almost wrote, “as far a I'm concerned it could 
stay Advent forever,” but, intrinsically 
impermanent, the point of Advent is preparation 
for the world turning upside down and accepting 
what will come. It's like saying, “I think I'll just 
stay here in Purgatory, thank you, it's quite nice 
enough.” Therefore... even more reason to stay in 
the moment, watching, waiting…. 

~ Suzanne Guthrie, At the Edge of Enclosure 
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